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THE STAND 2020
DEFENDER CONFERENCE

During August of 2020 SkyWatch TV and Defender Publishing hosted the incredible STAND Virtual
Conference that featured 26 presentations from world-renown leading researchers, Bible teachers,
and ancient language scholars on global developments, important discoveries, and the latest science
and technology. Including over 25 hours of content, this 6-DVD Box Set features Dr. Thomas and Nita
Horn, Pat Boone, Dr. Michael Heiser, Derek Gilbert, Sharon Gilbert, Joe Ardis Horn, Kate Horn, Allie
Anderson Henson, Donna Howell, Joel Richardson, Lt. Col. Robert Maginnis, Zev Porat, Shelley Neese,
Josh Peck, Dr. Michael Lake, Jaco Booyens, Daniel Belt, Carl Gallups, Gary Stearman, Jonathan
Cahn, Randy Conway, Michael K. Lake, Carl Teichrib, Steve Quayle, Drew Graffia, Mark Scribner, and
Dr. Matthew Sams!

the entire, historic,

STAND 2020
defender conference

6- disc

disc one
1. Joe & Kate Horn With Donna Howell Welcome And Worship
2. Donna Howell - Roots Of Your Christian Faith
3. Allie Anderson Henson - The Fall Feasts,
The Rapture, And HOPE In 2020
4. Tom Horn - Visions, Chaos, And The Coming
Of Antichrist
5. Drew Graffia - Becoming The Warrior Priest
disc three
1. Pat Boone - The Big “IF”
2. Shelley Neese - Auschwitz Revisited
3. Daniel Belt - A Fresh Perspective On Healing
4. Dr. Matthew Sams - Could Your Liver Be The
Culprit?
5. Mark Scribner - Do You Want To Get Well?
disc five
1. Lt. Col. Robert Maginnis - Collision Course
2. Carl Gallups - To Stand!
3. Zev Porat - God’s Master Plan
4. Gary Stearman - The Last Trump

Important Announcement As Global Experts
Gather For Historic Virtual Conference

dvd set

is now available
for your donation of
only $99.95 plus s /h !

disc two
1. Josh Peck - Silent Cry

2. Josh Peck - Normalization Of Pedophilia
3. Jaco Booyens - What Level Are You
Operating On?
4. Randy Conway - A Topsy-Turvy World
disc four
1. Jonathan Cahn - A Prophetic Message

2. Michael K. Lake - Kingdom Priesthood
3. Carl Teichrib - Game Of Gods
4. Steve Qualye - The Vatican And Our ‘Alien
Saviors’
disc six
1. Derek Gilbert - Giants, Gods & Dragons
2. Sharon Gilbert - My God And My Fortress
3. Joel Richardson - Return Of The Cloud Rider
4. Michael Heiser - The Messiah In The Book Of
Enoch

Pat Boone Discusses His Presentation For
The Defender Stand 2020 Conference
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THE ANTICHRIST FINAL
SOLUTION SPECIAL COLLECTION

The world is on an end-times collision course and time is short, but the chronology
of the future is finally unveiled in the Antichrist Final Solution Special Collection! In
this incredible offer, you’ll receive Antichrist and the Final Solution by best selling
authors Terry James and Dr. Thomas Horn, with a step by step
roadmap to the chronological events unfolding now through to the
return of Jesus Christ! Including the eminent arrival of antichrist
and a totalitarian one-world government! You’ll discover the truth
about what is fomenting chaos in the streets, the arrival of the False
Prophet, The coming Third temple, the battle of Armageddon and
YOUR OWN DESTINY!
You’ll also receive critically acclaimed author, Carl Gallups’ God’s
of Ground Zero.* A real biblical ride, where previously hidden biblical treasures about
the world’s real Ground Zero are finally unearthed. Now, you can finally discover the
shocking truths for yourself.
Plus, we are including the following plethora of values:
Now back in print for the first time in decades, Dispensations, The Complete
Clarence Larkin collection! This beautifully bound, oversized
collectable book includes Clarence’s legendary works
on Dispensational Truth, Rightly Dividing the Word and The
Book of Daniel! We’re also including the data disc of Clarence
Larkin’s nearly 200 hand-drawn charts and images that
reveal the bible’s prophetic timeline from the beginning to
present day, and to the end!
But that’s not all! We’re also including the brand new SkyWatchTV Classics Volumes 1 and 2! This
2-disc collection is valued at $150.00 all by itself and includes the best of
the most popular audio series in the history of our ministry! Now for the first
time ever, you can re-experience entire audio series like; Something
Transhuman This Way Comes, The Coming Replacement Humans,
As It Was In The Days Of Noah, Conspiracy Theory: Special
Edition, The Coming Zombie Apocalypse, and Psychotronic
Warfare are all on two, digitally remastered volumes!
Also, back by popular demand, you’ll receive The Best-Of Defender Publishing E-book
Collection on data disc! Featuring 70 of the most information packed best-selling books in
Defender history! These full length works are in popular E-book formats so you can
read them on E-Pub, PDF, Kindle and other hand-held electronic devices! Valued
at over $700.00 all by itself!
THE TIMES WE LIVE IN TODAY, AND THE FUTURE WE’RE HEADED
FOR EXPLAINED! THE URGENTLY NEEDED ANTICHRIST FINAL SOLUTION SPECIAL
COLLECTION IS AVAILABLE NOW FOR YOUR DONATION OF ONLY $35 (PLUS S/H)!
*Note: A substitution has made to the original offer as it was shown on SkyWatchTV
due to unexpected/extended printing delays.

What Is Happening?
Is The World Falling
Apart? Or Is It an
Ancient Scheme?

Do Vatican Authorities
Carl Gallups and Zev
Carl Gallups and Zev
Believe Pope Francis is
Porat Discuss The
Porat Discuss The
The Final Pope Of The Gods Of Ground Zero Gods Of Ground Zero
Apocalypse?
(Part 2)
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IS THE MESSENGER (APOPHIS) CARRYING
AN ALIEN MICROBE THAT WILL INITIATE
THE MARK OF THE BEAST?
Dr. Thomas R. Horn, SkyWatch TV CEO
that kills through nearly instantaneous blood clotting.2
Though fiction, Crichton was lauded at the time by
scientists who appreciated his attention to detail about the
ability of extraterrestrial microbes or extremophiles to
live in harsh environments like space where temperatures
range from hundreds of degrees Fahrenheit to hundreds of
degrees below zero. An extremophilic alien bacteria could
not only survive such an environment, but an entire field
of astrobiology called “panspermia” exists to explain how
earth may have been host to such intergalactic lifeforms in
the distant past.
Might such an Andromeda Strain on Apophis be the
“trigger” that results in a global pandemic that leads to a
mandatory universal vaccine? The Mark of the Beast?
This is an important question, because some years ago my
wife Nita brought up a point we had never considered before
then. Her idea quickly spread online after I mentioned it
on the radio during an interview with Steve Quayle (Steve
still credits Nita with this theory, one which has been often
repeated by other writers and commentators since, many
of whom have not given her the credit she deserves). She
asked if the biblical mark of the Beast might be a conspiracy
employing specific implantable health-technology only now
available. Her theory was gripping: In her narrative, instead
of a virus from an asteroid, she suggested an occult elite
operating behind the US government might devise a virus
that is a crossover between human and animal disease—
let’s say, an entirely new and highly contagious influenza
mutation—and intentionally releases it into the public. A

If the asteroid Apophis turns out to be biblical Wormwood,
as I believe it will, it will collide with earth in the middle
of the Great Tribulation period, generally around the
same moment in dispensational history as when the Mark
of the Beast arrives. As I believe Apophis is carrying an
“Andromeda Strain”- type alien microbe, I suggest it has
a hitchhiker virus living off of it that, on impact with our
terra firma, will be jettisoned into the atmosphere and rain
down a global contagion that will make Covid-19 look like
a day at the park.
Let me explain.
As described on Wikipedia, the Andromeda Strain “is a
1969 techno-thriller novel by Michael Crichton documenting
the efforts of a team of scientists investigating the outbreak
of a deadly extraterrestrial microorganism in Arizona.”1
A team from an air force base is deployed to recover
a military satellite which has returned to Earth, but
contact is lost abruptly. Aerial surveillance reveals that
everyone in Piedmont, Arizona, the town closest to
where the satellite landed, is apparently dead. The duty
officer of the base tasked with retrieving the satellite
suspects that it returned with an extraterrestrial
contaminant and recommends activating “Wildfire,” a
protocol for a government-sponsored team of scientists
intended to contain threats of this nature.
The Wildfire team, led by Dr. Jeremy Stone, believes
the satellite—intentionally designed to capture
upper-atmosphere microorganisms for bio-weapon
exploitation—returned with a deadly microorganism
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pandemic ensues, and the period between when a person
contracts the virus and death is something like ten days.
With tens of thousands dead in a few weeks and the rate
of death increasing hourly around the globe, a universal
cry for a cure goes out. Seemingly miraculously, the
government then steps forward with a vaccine. The only
catch, the government explains, is that, given the nature of
the Covid-19-like animal-human flu, the “cure” uses animal
DNA and nanobots to rewrite one’s genetics so that the
person is no longer entirely human. The point made was
that those who receive this antidote would become part
“beast,” and perhaps, thus, the title, “mark of the Beast.”
No longer “entirely human” would also mean—according
to her original outline—that the individual could no longer
be “saved” or go to heaven, explaining why the book of
Revelation says that “whosoever receiveth the mark” is
damned forever (while also explaining why the ancient
nephilim, whose DNA was part human and part angel and/
or animal, could not be redeemed). For believers, they would
know this is the mark of the Beast, as we believe the Spirit
of God would confirm it in their conscious and Spirit. If
they take this “cure,” they will know at the moment they
have willfully submitted to damnation regardless how it is
justified.
Another possibility came to me one day when watching
I Am Legend starring Will Smith. If you’ve seen the film,
you know it starts out with a doctor on television claiming a
cure to cancer via a chimeric vaccine. The world celebrates
as the global inoculation does indeed cure cancer. However,
because the vaccine was a blend of human and animal
genetics, it ultimately leads to a human form of rabies that
nearly wipes out all life on earth. One virologist (Will Smith)
appears to be the only man of earth naturally immune to the
disease, and he sets out to find a cure using his blood for a
new vaccine.
The show I Am Legend made me wonder if in the future
a global pandemic would ensue only to have one man step
forward whose blood holds the key to a cure. It turns out, he
is the Antichrist and, like a dark version of communion, one
can only be healed by receiving his flesh and blood via the
‘mark’ or vaccination of the beast.
In either scenario above, if one imagines the global chaos of
such a pandemic, the concept of how the Antichrist “causes
all,” both “small and great,” to receive this mark becomes
clearer. When looking into the eyes of dying children,
parents, or a spouse, it would be incredibly difficult to allow
oneself to die or to encourage others to do the same when
a “cure” was readily available. Lastly, this scenario would
mean that nobody would be allowed to “buy or sell” in
the marketplace without the Mark-cure due to the need to
quarantine all but the inoculated ( a real-world possibility
we are witnessing right now during the coronavirus), thus
fulfilling all aspects of the Mark of the Beast prophecy.
As noted in the news lately, scannable implants and
tattoo transmitters are becoming more sophisticated,
adding “prophetic” components—such as merging human

biological matter with transistors to create living, implantable
machines. Related science also envisions “smart” chimeric
vaccines that literally rewrite DNA. Add to that the draconian
commentary from America’s top health advisors lately, and
it is not difficult to imagine how the dreaded mark of the
Beast could unfold in the very near future. Bill Gates wants a
“digital certificate” to show who has recovered from Covid-19
before they can fully move around in the marketplace. Dr.
Anthony Fauci has joined Gates in calling for some type
digital tracking system without which people will not be
able to return to work or shop at their local grocery. High
tech companies like SuperCom have even produced scalable
electronic monitoring and tracking platforms they say are
ready now to keep an eye on all, both small and great. And
some states in the U.S. and other countries have already
decided to make the coronavirus vaccine legally mandatory.
I personally believe the possibility that the Mark of the
Beast could arrive through a version of one of these vaccine
technologies is plausible, if not altogether likely.
I also believe THE MESSENGER, aka the ApophisWormwood asteroid, is carrying an alien microbe with a
virus that will serve as the “trigger” that sets in motion this
end-times activity.
In addition to Wormwood and the
Mark of the Beast playing out in the
middle of the Great Tribulation period,
THE MESSENGER also mysteriously
and dynamically connects my vision of
the pope (free with the upcoming THE
MESSENGER program offer), and the
vision of Apophis from 2019, to the
judgment of Mystery Babylon, which I
believe will also transpire in the midst
of Daniel’s seventy weeks.
I was asked recently by the host of one of the largest
Christian TV programs what my seeing the resignation of
Pope Benedict a year in advance has to do with the 2019
vision of Apophis? Why would God show me such random,
seemingly unrelated things? Until now my response has
been “I do not know? It’s like I am seeing pieces of a much
larger picture I do not yet comprehend.
But recently it came to me, and now it seems so clear
how these events are tied together. BOTH WORMWOODAPOPHIS… AND THE JUDGMENT OF ROME AND
ITS FALSE PROPHET… OCCUR SIMULTANEOUSLY
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE GREAT TRIBULATION!
THE VISIONS I HAVE RECEIVED ARE NOT TWO
SEPARATE THINGS… BUT A BIRDS-EYE GLIMPSE
OF TWO MAJOR PARTS OF THE END TIMES, SOON TO
UNFOLD BILATERALLY, AND I PREDICT BETWEEN
NOW AND 2029.
Now, let me explain a bit more about how Rome and the
Pope will soon be combined with arrival of Wormwood.
Both Catholics and protestant evangelicals see the current
Pope echoing a prophesied roll in pushing socialism, the
system Antichrist will employ. In fact several Catholic
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defenders of the Faith including the largest Catholic News
agencies in the world (CAN and EWTN News) as well as
Rome’s leading theologians like Archbishop Carlo Viganò
have recently stated publicly that Francis is this man from
the Books of Revelation and Daniel, even writing letters to
President Trump to warn him that Francis is leading the way
for the ‘children of darkness’ we see on the streets calling
for a Marxist/Socialist uprising.
BUT FOR MYSTIC CATHOLICS… IT’S MUCH MORE
THAN THAT. Many of them believe in The Prophecy of the
Popes, which predicted 900-years ago that 112 pontiffs—
from the day St. Malachy had his divine vision in Rome and
forward—would arrive, with the last one ruling over the
Vatican when the church and world enter the great tribulation
period according to that prophecy. Francis is #112 on this
list, and his namesake, Francis of Assisi, predicted this final
pope would be a deceiver.
Now follow me here. In our bestselling book Petrus
Romanus, I especially featured retired professor of the
Pontifical Biblical Institute, eminent Catholic theologian,
and former Jesuit priest, Malachi Martin, who had privileged
information pertaining to secretive Church and world issues,

including the Third Secret of Fátima, which many believe
has never been released and that Martin hinted spelled out
parts of a plan to formally install the dreaded False Prophet
during a “Final Conclave.” Martin’s book, Windswept House
depicted how a pope would be secretly forced from office
(Benedict?) and replaced by a Jesuit-backed leader who
would help establish a final New World Order (Francis?)
under Antichrist.
More recently, in a shocking interview titled Is Francis
the last Pope? which you can google and read for yourself,
published by the two largest Catholic News agencies
in the world, the personal secretary to Pope Benedict
and the Prefect of the Papal Household for Pope Francis,
Archbishop George Gänswein was specifically asked about
this “Prophesy of Malachy” better known as the Prophecy of
the Popes, the retirement of Benedict, and whether Francis
himself believes he is this last pontiff.
The interview began by making direct reference to questions
that I myself had raised regarding the dual lightning
strikes atop St. Peter’s Basilica on the evening of February
11, 2013, on the same day of Benedict’s public resignation
announcement. I followed that with commentary about the

THE PROJECT WORMWOOD SPECIAL OFFER
As you might expect, this offer includes The Wormwood Prophecy! where
you can pursue a deeper understanding of the biblical Wormwood through an
investigation spanning from the Book of Revelation and differing
scholarly interpretations, to a range of expert interviews and NASA
reports. Examine if the prophecies from ancient cultures and religions
across the globe all point to a catastrophic planetary event that has
scientists and politicians taking extreme preventative measures under
the public radar with answers that very few in the Church today are
willing to provide. Does the Bible predict an asteroid... or
something else? We’ve also included on DVD the entire
4-Part SkyWatch TV series on The Wormwood Prophecy
featuring Dr. Thomas Horn, and Derek & Sharon Gilbert!
You’ll also receive the incredible Best-Of Defender Publishing E-book collection on
data disc as well! Featuring 70 of the most information-packed best-selling books in
Defender history! These full-length works are in popular E-book formats so you can
read them on E-Pub, PDF, Kindle and other hand-held electronic devices!

IT’S YOURS FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35 (+S/H)

Are You Brave Enough
To Watch The New
SkyWatch TV Series?

Incredible Revelation!
Scary! The Words
People Are Using To
Describe New Series

Donald Trump And
Wormwood? The
Ramifications Could
Not Be Higher!
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17:5). This woman that rides the scarlet-colored beast
is very clearly described by John as a city that sits on
seven mountains that rules over the kings of the earth (cf.
Revelation 17:9; 17:8). At the time John wrote this, there was
only one city on seven hills that ruled over the kings of the
earth and that was Rome. Now while Rome as a military
and political force eventually disappeared from history, the
seven hilled city continued as a spiritual and religious force
that continues to this day to host the kings of the earth,
which bow to kiss the pope’s ring.
If one accepts the veracity of Malachy’s vision, which
many Catholics do, then the Roman Catholic Church is
necessarily the woman who rides the beast.
But how else might this connect to 2029, Apophis as
Wormwood, and the final pope? The final lines of the
Prophecy of the Popes also predict that Rome will be
destroyed: “In extreme persecution, the seat of the Holy
Roman Church will be occupied by Peter the Roman, who
will feed the sheep through many tribulations; when they
are over, the city of seven hills will be destroyed, and the
terrible and fearsome Judge will judge his people.”
This seems to corresponds with:
• The book of Revelation 17–18, which speaks of her fiery
destruction.
• The seven hundred-year old Zohar which says just
before Messiah arrives the “kings of the earth” will
gather in Rome and will suddenly be killed by fiery
objects falling from the sky. Could that be asteroid
debris from the breakup of Apophis / Wormwood?
• Allegedly the true 3rd Secret of Fatima and other Catholic
sources likewise describe Rome being destroyed by
fiery heavenly objects.
• Even the Sibylline Oracles Book 2 prophesied of endtimes Rome and what sounds like asteroid debris:
And then shall, after these, appear of men, The tenth
race, when the earth-shaking Lightener Shall break
the zeal for idols and shall shake the people of sevenhilled Rome, and riches great shall perish, burned by
Vulcan’s fiery flame. And then shall bloody signs from
heaven descend. Of course Vulcan, mentioned here
by Apollo’s seer, is the god that Manly P. Hall said
empowers the Freemasons hands with “the seething
energies of Lucifer,” and it was Malachi Martin who
said the Freemasons would be the Superforce behind
bringing Rome under control of Antichrist.
By the way, it wasn’t only Malachi Martin who said the
Vatican under the papacy of a Jesuit would become a machine
of Antichrist’s final world order. Numerous other famous
priests and theologians in the Catholic church have taught
and warned the same for hundreds of years including one of
the most famous—Dr. Henry Edward Cardinal Manning,
the Lord Archbishop of Westminster from 1865–1892.

inauguration of Francis and how, “for a few adepts of history
and secret orders,” this sign from Heaven was deliciously
staged. I had written that because the term “inaugurate” is
from the Latin inauguratio and refers to the archaic ceremony
by which the Roman augurs (“soothsayers”) approved a
king or ruler through lightning omens as being “sanctioned
by the gods.” As for Petrus Romanus, his “inauguration”
was sealed by the same omen the ancient augurs used in
determining the will of the gods for a king in that part of
Rome—thunder and lightning as the most important auspice
and sign that Jupiter—the father of Apollo—was watching.
It turns out that I was not alone in my ponderings, as
the Catholic news agencies confirmed, writing: “many
observers chose to interpret this (lightning strikes) as a
divine reaction to the historical announcement of Pope
Benedict’s resignation, made that very morning.” Then the
catholic article went on to say, “As his personal secretary,
Archbishop Gänswein, reminisced about how both he and
Benedict only found out about the lightning strike after the
event and that the impression to them was “one of a sign from
above, a reaction,’ Ganswein told Badde who conducted
the interview. When Ganswein showed Benedict images of
the spectacular incident a few days later, the pope asked
whether this was some kind of digital montage, Gänswein
said, before adding: “however, nature had spoken,’” he said,
echoing what I had published online in 2013.
But then the astonishing report made an important
disclosure, adding: “During the interview, Paul Badde
referenced… The “Prophecy of the Popes”—according
to which, Pope Francis may be considered to be the last
pope, to which Archbishop Gänswein admitted: “Indeed,
when looking at the prophecy, and considering how there
was always a sound reference to popes mentioned in its
history—that gives me the shivers [and] speaking from
historical experience, one has to say: Yes, this is a wake-up
call.”
Now think about that folks… given that both current
popes and their closest advisors at the Vatican have
considered whether Pope Francis is the last pope—Petrus
Romanus—and that the reality “gives them the shivers” and
is perceived by them as “a wake-up call,” is it any wonder
that conservative scholars within the Catholic Church have
taken an increasingly careful view of pope Francis? And
is the subsequent question of whether Pope Francis is the
“False Prophet” the reason Canon Lawyers and Theologians
for the Vatican hosted a Conference in Paris a while back to
discuss “how to depose a heretical pope”?
Keep in mind that Catholic and Protestants historically
have viewed the Prophecy of the Popes as only one of many
omens predicting the role that Rome would play in the end
times and that ultimately the predicted destruction of the
seven-hilled city of Rome—which I believe could very well
happen as Apophis rains down asteroid debris in 2029—
also identifies the Roman Catholic Church as “MYSTERY,
BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS
AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH” (Revelation

Endnotes
1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Andromeda_Strain
2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Andromeda_Strain
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THE WARRIOR-PRIEST
SPECIAL OFFER

Through the ages, there have been few heroes as adored as the medieval
KNIGHT! With a prayer in his heart and a sword in his hand, it is easy to see why
this ultimate WARRIOR-PRIEST has stood the test of time. The Warrior Priest
Mindset unveils the inherent dual nature of every believer. Like Jesus, we must
all be the LION and the LAMB! You will discover much, including: the prophecies
of the Dual Messiahs, Yahweh’s Code of Chivalry when using self-defense, the
actions of Counterfeit Crusaders, and how the Bible is the greatest knight’s tale
with Jesus as the Ultimate Dragon Slayer!
We have also included these incredible bonus items:
Learn how to identify and unleash your own God-given gifts
and supernatural talents that enable each of us to be Everyday Champions.
Amidst the confusion about his role in the Body of Christ and his youthful
turmoils, Joe Horn shares how he was powerfully impacted by real-life heroes
whoose small investments in his life brought clarity and purpose towards a
message for every Christ-follower today: The spiritual gifts you seek might
be different than you think they are. Includes the 4 Part Television Series
Companion DVD!
In Unscrambling The Millennial Paradox, you will join Allie Anderson’s dig beneath
the surface of a powerful, zealous populace that despite escalating social and health
crises, larcenous modern identity politics, as well as a truth-unhinging philosphical
and religious inheritance, could actually usher in The Next Great Awakening.
You will learn the real reason Millenials are leaving the Church in favor of
momentum-gaining religions including New Age, Wicca, and Satanism, and
what the Church can do to reverse this trend before it is too late. Includes
the 13 Week Teacher’s Guide!

ORDER YOURS TODAY, FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35 plus S/H!

From A Castle In California To SkyWatch TV
Comes The “Warrior Priest” Mindset

Why Is The Warrior Priest Spiritual Warfare
Model So Important?

Joe Horn—There Are Gifts Of The Spirit The
Church Doesn’t Talk About... Yours!

Private Investigator And Author
Allie Anderson: Millennial Paradox
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S imply HIS:
IT’S A “SOUL MASSAGE”
Katherine Horn, Simply HIS

Simply His

open mind to theology in the context of global (and not just
Western) Christianity.
Through all of that, however, one deeply instilled theological
concept has never changed. In fact, it has only grown more
obvious as a result of my travel-heavy background: All
people—from all philosophical upbringings, educational
experiences, environmental/social surroundings, and walks
of life—are in need of a Savior, and the power He has to
change lives and reach people right where they are at…no
matter where that is in the world!
As a child, I wanted to become a midwife or OBGYN, as well
as a pediatrician. I knew that women and children’s health
was very overlooked where I grew up, and I had a deep thirst
to make a difference in this area. Though my circumstances
have so far taken me in a different direction, that calling has
remained heavy on my heart for decades. Sometimes (and
I know many readers will relate) our “calling” is not the
same as our “career,” and I have come to accept that reality
for myself, knowing that I don’t necessarily have to draw
a paycheck in the area of my passions in order to be used
mightily wherever God has called me to serve. As a result,
I find that I have never stopped dreaming about being able
to assist women and children, and throughout the years, He
has given me grand opportunities to make a difference right
where I’m at.
Many readers who have kept up with SkyWatch TV,
Defender Publishing, and Whispering Ponies Ranch (WPR)

Let me introduce myself…
My name is Katherine Horn, and I typically work “behind
the scenes” here at SkyWatch Television and Defender
Publishing as a supervisor and manager over the staff in
our shipping department and online store. My husband
is Joe Horn, the COO of SkyWatch, resident health and
supplements specialist, and author of Timebomb, Everyday
Champions, and Unlocking Eden. Though you would likely
recognize him, you may not recognize me, as I haven’t yet
put myself “out there” in the same way he has. Nevertheless,
with Simply HIS (SkyWatch TV’s upcoming show for
women) launching just around the corner, I have to start
somewhere…and I guess there’s no time or place like this
present magazine to share how Simply HIS has become
enormously important to me of late.
As a quick bit of background (I know Donna mentioned
it in a previous article, but I will refresh everyone): My
parents were missionaries partnering with the Assemblies
of God to serve abroad in the South Pacific. I was born
into the family while they were stationed in the Solomon
Islands. I grew up living in Majority World countries (what
used to be referred to as “Third World countries” before that
term recently became politically incorrect in some circles),
and I traveled around quite a bit. The cultural diversity I
witnessed throughout the earlier half of my life is immense!
Of course, this sort of lifestyle over a matter of years gives
a person a unique perspective, including, at times, a more
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of ministries for women that are truly, genuinely effective at
providing real help when and where it’s needed! The bouts
of loneliness that I’ve faced as a wife and mother have, at
times, been tremendous. The fears I’ve faced raising Godfearing children in an extremely scary world that, by the
day, becomes increasingly hostile to conservative, Christian
families have taken their toll here and there throughout the
years. The balancing act I’m required to hold down while I’m
a full-time supervisor/manager at work and a soccer mom
driving my kids to sports and gymnastics is a chaotic reality
that, although stressful, represents the same conundrum that
many women are in every day.
Despite this—and with no offense directed to any wellmeaning ministry of the past—most women’s ministries
I’ve seen have been more or less a mere band-aid to the
hurt, instead of a cure. Having other women to stand
alongside and “get real” with (as Nita and Donna have said
in previous articles), those women we can gather counsel
and encouragement from, is crucially important. That
community of women can often be the very thing that
carries us through whatever we are going through, and that
assistance is huge. It’s simply everything!
We don’t always see that we need those mentors in our
life, or that community of women, but we do. Many times,
women fall into thinking we’re alone in trial or pain, that
there isn’t anyone else going through the same things we
are (or have the same feelings as we do), but, as I have
repeatedly learned, that is “a lie straight outta hell.” You are
NEVER alone, and the emotions you feel are NEVER new
to the human race. That’s precisely the brand of falsehood
the enemy wants the daughters of the King to believe so
that our Precious Savior’s ministry to women might be
discredited.
Thankfully, God has blessed me with some great mentors
in my life: women who have been amazing role models
for what a godly woman ought to be. Though some have
passed on, each of them have left a lasting imprint on my
life, showing that they are always present to be there for me,
loving me and encouraging me through everything I face,
offering that listening ear or that shoulder to cry on.
Isn’t that something that we all want out of life? To know
that our life had meaning? To rest assured that we left an
impact on someone else’s life, and that someone out there
remembers it?
Our Simply HIS programming is not “just another
women’s TV show” built for the purposes of trading lowcarb recipes, talking about handbags, or hen-cackling about
“who dumped who” in Hollywood. I know I speak for
my cohosts (Nita, Allie, and Donna) when I say that our
uttermost passion in bringing Simply HIS to the table is
to shoot straight past fluff and filler and dig right into “the
meat” of women’s issues: To be that encouragement, to show
women love and demonstrate that they are not alone; to be
the voice that others can trust and rely on while tackling
those hard conversations we ladies don’t always know how
to talk about; to be that badly-needed “grounding” when we

know how centrally focused these sister ministries are in
aiding women and children. Our work with Royal Family
Kids Camp (RFKC) was only the beginning and, as Tom
has made clear in many recent articles, we have made
enormous strides in assisting relief organizations in the
area of human trafficking, such as that of Jaco Booyen’s
“Eight Days Ministries.” Along the way, I have been front
and center of every one of these developments, not only as
an observer, but as one who dives in with complete abandon
and with as much support as I can muscle in. So far, though
these efforts have touched countless women, this service
has been primarily toward children and youth, which is a
worthy endeavor for certain. The journey has been extremely
fulfilling.
God puts the appetite in people’s hearts toward a call, and
regardless of how that hunger plays out in our thoughts (like
my dream of being a practician), God is faithful to complete
the work He began in us (Philippians 1:6), tweaking our
actions along the way to conform to His thoughts!
Isn’t that just like God? His plan is perfect, and His timing
is perfect!
Fast forward to today: Joe and I just celebrated our
twentieth wedding anniversary (we married in 2000). We
have four amazing kids ages fifteen, eleven, six, and three.
They definitely keep us on our toes! (By the way, each of
our kiddos are a miracle! Doctors told us we would never
have our own children. Now, four kids later— Well, that
is an article for another day…) As a couple, Joe and I have
both been heavily involved with SkyWatch TV and WPR
ministries, and we have watched as many young boys and
girls respond positively over and over again by the outreach
programs we’ve implemented. I can’t say it enough: That is
the most rewarding feeling to be a part of something like
this!
Yet, when left to my own thoughts, the draw I feel inside
toward ministering to women has never subsided.
Truth be told, it has only grown…
Imagine the rapture I felt when Nita Horn, my mother-inlaw, was first struck with the inspiration to launch Simply
HIS. I would say I was “floating on cloud nine,” but that
overused idiom doesn’t even touch the euphoria I felt that
day at the women’s conference when Nita’s magnum opus
brainchild was born. I remember pointing and laughing at
the pathetic “cloud nine” as I flew past it to dance on higher,
more sophisticated “happy clouds.” (Truth be told, I never
really understood the significance of “nine” when it came to
clouds, anyway. And, as I just discovered, Google doesn’t
know, either…) Yeah. I was that thrilled!
Not only had God connected me to children’s ministries
in a way that I hadn’t seen coming before, He was now
bringing the desires of my heart regarding women to the
forefront in a radical way.
Let me tell you all more specifically why I am so excited to
be involved in Simply HIS. As a woman, I know firsthand
how important it is to have ministries that relate to our needs
and issues. But, as a woman, I also see the significant deficit
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women, as we often do, play that darn “comparison game,”
buying into the idea that everyone else around us is better
than we are, smarter than we are, prettier, skinnier…
Meanwhile, social media makes it is easier every day for
people to project what they want others to see or believe
about their life, so even when we compare to what’s in front
of us, it’s primarily based on a false front, anyway: the
perfect family, the perfect life, the perfect job, etc. Half the
time, that “perfect family” isn’t as golden as they pretended
to be, and after spending years trying to become them, we
watch as they fall apart, regardless of all those pretty pictures
with sweet captions clinging to their Facebook walls. Social
media simply isn’t reality!
Still, we strive to take eight million selfies to get that “right
angle” so we can be as good-looking as that one girl from
work, or as thin as Mrs. Jog-a-thon from church. We make
sure all the kids in the photo are glowing with happiness
instead of throwing Legos across the couch at each other…
and if they aren’t glowing, we make them glow! (There
are filters for that, by the way…) We glance over here and
compare, then over there and evaluate, then back over here
to compete, all the while trying to be more successful at
work, have narrower waistlines in the fitting room at the
department store, reflect more voluminous lips and lashes
in the mirror, snap pictures of only-ever-smiling children,
satisfy our husbands’ bellies, pick up dog poop, lose weight,
stay on top of the dishes and laundry, keep up with the
Joneses, respond to those thirty-three texts and forty-two
social media notifications, and if we miss just one thing on
this list, we are “failures.”
Dude…
Right?
Women tend to be their own worst enemy, and we want
to help when “help” is nowhere to be found and loneliness
closes in. We want to honestly, genuinely BE that “breathe
of fresh air” for the suffocating, that “drink of cold water”
for the thirsty. It is vitally important for us women to stick
together and hold each other up, NOT tear each other down!
Women are powerful creatures! Within each of us is the
power to be influencers! Think about it: With just a simple
smile to the other mom in the store with the screaming child
(we’ve all been there), we can let her know she is doing a
good job! Buying a cup of coffee for the car behind us, or
sending a card of encouragement to someone God has put
on your heart, can make someone’s 2020 a better one (and
don’t we all need that right now?!). It is crazy how far a
simple gesture can go.
It’s what my husband would call a “soul massage”: that
deeply, deeeeeeeply satisfying, therapeutic touch in a specific
area of life you didn’t even know you needed. It’s that “it
factor” that appeared in your day that alleviates tension and
soothes frazzled nerves when all other promising remedies
have failed.
Yes, you’re allowed to laugh out loud at this newly coined
but ridiculous-sounding term Joe created. But here’s the

deal: Some phrases that used to have meaning (“light in the
darkness”; “calm in the storm”; etc.) now just sound syrupy,
thanks to our culture’s frequent (and insincere) use of these
otherwise beautiful words. It’s not fair that when we develop
a ministry around actually reaching these glorious “light”
and “calm” goals, we can’t openly identify those goals for
what they are without painting them on a fresh, untainted
canvas. As I find myself at a true loss for words to describe
what is at the heart of Simply HIS, I suddenly feel drawn to
the verbiage that my adorable husband has reinvented.
So, as bizarro as a “soul massage” might sound to someone
hearing it for the first time, it does have merit in describing
what we behind Simply HIS endeavor to be—that light in
the darkness; the calm in the storm; that TRUE place of
rest for every woman of every race, color, creed, and in
every phase of life. We want to reach through the screen
and work together with women to show them that they—no,
YOU—are loved, just as you are, and that God has a plan
for your life no matter what you think of yourself or what
your struggles are. You amount to greatness!
Not convinced? Then tune into our show, I dare you. I
double-dog dare you (ooooohhh) to tune into the program
with an open mind and risk the chance that you might just
get that “soul massage” you’ve been looking for.
My childhood dream of ministering to hurting women is
about to materialize…and if you’re watching, you’ll see it
happen.

Simply His
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“SILENT CRY:
THE DARKER SIDE OF TRAFFICKING”
- reviewed
Allie Anderson-Henson, Investigative Journalist
The Time For Willful Ignorance Is Over.
Among the seven things that Proverbs 6:16-19 tells us God
hates are the hands which shed the blood of the innocent,
and the minds which devise wicked imaginations. With this
in mind, there can be no doubt that God hates the sexual
exploitation and trafficking of our most innocent members
of society.
But, one may ask, is human trafficking really an issue in
this modern day? Is it a foreign problem, or does it exist
here in America? Furthermore, does the buying and selling
of human beings for sexual exploitation take place solely in
certain realms of society, or is it rampant all throughout?
These and other questions are those sought to be answered
by Josh Peck and other experts in Silent Cry: the newest
investigative documentary released by SkyWatch Films.
Silent Cry shows its viewer that beneath the seemingly
placid surface of society exists a dark, sinister truth: that
human trafficking occurs in every American zip code,
demographic, and socio-economic class. It impacts every
race and holds no respect to gender, and despite the growing
awareness of this terrible reality, still, less than one percent
of trafficking-related crimes are reported to the authorities.
And, while many imagine this monstrosity to be a foreign
problem, the truth is that the US is one of the biggest
purchasers of this exploitation. In fact, as many as eighty
percent of all cases of human trafficking involve US citizens,
and in nearly half of those cases, those being sold are minors.1

When it comes to such atrocities as human trafficking and
the sexual exploitation of children, there is no justification
for such deviant acts.Josh Peck’s investigative journey which
resulted in the making of Silent Cry began after reading
Shadowland by Tom Horn. Peck wanted to see where the
issue of trafficking surfaced in society, and wondered how
far its ripple effects went. As his investigation continued, he
found that the concern permeated not only the elite political
circles of power, but that it was rampant in small towns across
the nation as well. Calling in leading authorities who spend
their lives fighting this monstrosity, Josh Peck gathered such
experts as Jaco Booyens, David Heavener, Thomas Dunn,
Joe Horn, Steven Bancarz, and Dr. Thomas Horn to discuss
this sweeping epidemic. Ilonka Deaton, former trafficking
victim from the age of twelve to seventeen years old, bravely
shares her own story in this ground-breaking documentary.
She outlines, that, contrary to what many might expect, the
perpetrator is often a slow moving, methodical individual
who lays the groundwork for their exploitation by slowly
grooming their intended victim and building the trust of
these unsuspecting individuals and their families.
“Every day that we are allowed to enjoy the freedoms and
pleasure this country has to offer, a growing number of
children are having their innocence ripped away.”2
Many would wonder how trafficking has become so widely
rampant in our country, right under our noses? How has this
atrocity come to be in the land of the free? Jaco Booyens, in
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towns and cities. Additionally, the children who are violated
in this way—more than 500,000 per day—are cruelly and
repeatedly trafficked on an “average of five to fifteen times
per day.”4 Additionally, measures of recruiting are lurking
in our own backyards: children’s organizations, foster
homes, social media avenues, and even same-aged peers!
Peck stuns his audience by revealing that, currently, the
most commonly targeted demographic for manipulation
is the last that an individual would suspect: with familial
and trusted-acquaintance trafficking now being the fastest
growing type of exploitation. Even worse, children who are
being victimized in trafficking circles have a life expectancy
of 7 only years under such circumstances if they are not
intervened for. Allow me to repeat this point: children who
are not rescued from circumstances of human trafficking
will likely be killed, commit suicide, or otherwise die as a
result of their harsh circumstances within an average of 7
years. This brutal truth means that we must act now! It is
time to stop burying our heads in the sand and imagining
that this problem occurs somewhere else.
It is time to stand up and act.
But what does it mean to take a stand? What can one
individual do, when the problem seems so rampant and
overwhelming? How does one confront the brutal truth of
sexual exploitation that surrounds us in this modern age?
Furthermore, how should a Christian respond to this issue,
and what can parents do to ensure the safety of their own
children and others in their communities? Silent Cry gives
its viewers good news. Believe it or not, as parents and
Christians we are not powerless. There are many steps that
we can take to help fight trafficking in our neighborhoods
and communities. There is surprisingly much we can do
even at our local level to fight this monstrosity. It is time to
wake up and see the problem, address it, and fight back.
It is time to respond to the Silent Cry of the innocent.

an exclusive interview, explains that it occurs when a culture
has normalized sex through pornography, sexual exploitation,
saturation of subject matter, political correctness, and even
by bringing a deluge of illicit information into our school
systems. In a land where sexual deviance thrives in plain
sight, modern cultural cues reinforce these behaviors, “aiding
and abetting the most heinous crime on our planet, and that’s
sexually exploiting children.”3 Not only do adults become
acclimated to the sexualized circumstances of people who
are targeted at perpetually younger ages, through such
avenues as TV, media and social media, and even ads and
billboards;
but the embracing of the behavior is culturally conditioned
to our youth as well. This occurs through such outlets as
educational indoctrination, exposure through media, and
grooming via readily available pornography, the influence of
role-models and trusted adults, and even peers.
So, how far throughout our culture does this problem go?
In Silent Cry, Josh Peck investigates this matter, showing
that the issue runs deeply through the seat of our culture:
infiltrating the political system, the Hollywood scene, and
all levels of business circles. Unfortunately, this terrible
element even permeates some religious realms; with deeply
seated origins tracing back to ancient satanic religions which
indulge unspeakable practices. As Christians, we know that
we are covered by the blood of Jesus, and that His blood
has served as currency for the purchase of our souls in the
spiritual realm. Could it be that, in a twisted counterfeit
fashion, the forces of evil crave the blood of innocents to
feed their evil appetites? Silent Cry answers this question
and many others like it, and the answers will shock you.
Furthermore, are events such as the apparent “suicide” of
Jeffrey Epstein representative of factual occurrences, or was
the man a type of “sacrifice,” made by a larger industry to
cover for a wider realm of perpetrators? Peck’s investigative
search into circumstances surrounding Epstein’s death
suggests that the latter may be the case. Similarly, Josh Peck’s
research reveals that beyond the deviant sexual exploits of
the wicked mind, the roots to such perversions actually date
back to ancient satanic rituals—tracing to civilizations such
as Egyptian, Aztecan, and Mayan cultures, among others—
which occur at the cost of our most innocent members of
society. Furthermore, Silent Cry even outlines some ties
connecting human sex trafficking and human sacrifice.
While Silent Cry has the boldness to investigate these
unspeakable subjects, there is likewise a balance in discretion:
it does not describe specific acts of exploitation in detail,
nor are these images acted out on screen. Thus, the viewer
is made aware of the severity of this issue without being
exposed to sensationalistic narrative or gruesome visual
scenes.
For many, trafficking has been perceived as a heinous
crime against humanity; but one which happens to faceless,
nameless victims on the other side of the world. Silent Cry,
however, shows that this is not the case. Josh Peck reveals
that this atrocity occurs right here, in our own American

(Endnotes)
1 Silent Cry. Directed by Josh Peck. SkyWatch Films, 2020.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
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SILENT CRY
IS GOING PLACES!
Josh Peck, SkyWatch TV
My first film, Silent Cry: The Darker Side of Trafficking,
had only been out for a couple weeks when I received a
message through Facebook. It was from someone who
follows me, Karen, and she asked if she could donate some
billboard space to promote the film. I had never been offered
something like that before and didn’t fully understand what
she was kindly offering, so I gave her my email address
and asked for more details. As it turns out, Karen runs AZ
Billboard outside of Phoenix, Arizona. She had seen my film,
was moved by it, and wanted to donate an entire billboard
front overlooking a much-used highway in Arizona to help
promote the film.
Of course, I was exceedingly grateful for her offer and
accepted immediately. In no time at all (a matter of days), the
billboard was up for the world to see. Karen was even kind
enough to post pictures on social media of the billboard (as
seen in the image above), stating that she and her company
stand behind us in our fight against the evils of child sex
trafficking.
In the film, we lay out several ways the individual at
home can get involved in this fight. Karen is one shining
example of using creativity and what God has provided her
to make a real difference. I want to publicly thank Karen
and her amazing company for this generous donation—

not only on behalf of us at SkyWatchTV, SkyWatch Films,
and Whispering Ponies Ranch (WPR), but also for all the
children whose lives might be radically changed by this
raising of awareness and the brave people fighting on the
front lines.
The way we can change this culture around is to do what
Karen did: creatively use the things the Lord has provided
us. That may not always come in the form of a billboard
company, but everyone has something they can contribute,
even if it’s sharing a kind word or an informative article
on social media. Remember, too, that 100% of profits from
Silent Cry goes to Whispering Ponies Ranch, a place where
children who have been rescued from sex trafficking can
heal and learn to live a fulfilling life in Christ. Anything we
can do to raise awareness about this film and the problem
as a whole will go a long way in creating a safer society for
our children.
Thank you Karen and everyone at AZ Billboard, and thank
you to all of you who have watched the film, left honest
reviews on Amazon, shared truthful information, talked
with friends and family, and for the prayers you are making
for those actively involved in the fight.
God bless you all!
Josh Peck
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THE SILENT CRY
HELP THE CHILDREN PACKAGE

A child who is trafficked is sexually abused on average 5 to 15 times a day, and
only 1% of these crimes are ever reported. This unimaginable darkness MUST. BE.
STOPPED., and right now we wanna invite you to join us in the fight to end child sex
trafficking. Skywatch TV is proud to announce The Silent Cry Help The Children
Package! When you order the groundbreaking new feature documentary
movie Silent Cry from film visionary Josh Peck, you’ll learn first hand
from the world’s most renowned experts in the fields of trafficking,
pedophilia and satanism how Hollywood elites are actively engaged
in the sexual exploitation of children! Why the mainstream media and
culture are attempting to normalize pedophilia! Why we can’t depend
on the government to eradicate this ever present
evil, and what the risks are to you, your family members and communities!
Plus, the lead authorities from the Silent Cry movie are back in the never
before released Covert Investigation on DVD! Featuring pivotal, never-beforeseen commentaries that couldn’t be included in the original Silent Cry film!
Experts on the front lines discuss some of the worst crimes fathomable being
committed against the most innocent among us, ranging from cases of demonic
possession, to satanic perversion, and more.
You’ll also receive the brand new MP3 audio series on CD Occult of Perversion!
In this explosive series, experts like Russ Dizdar, William Ramsey and others share
extremely sensitive research into the most perverse evils plaguing our country now!
Proving through over 12 hours of content, that believers must combat this spiritual
malevolence for the sake of our children!
This incredible package also includes the never-beforereleased DVD, Fake News or Hidden Truths! Join
investigative researcher Steven Bancarz as he guides you
through the most current research into the Pizzagate scandal! Is it all conspiracy?
Who is involved? How does it pertain to events unfolding right now? Steven
shares explosive new revelations on the subject that have come to light since
Pizzagate first broke, and haven’t been revealed to the public until now!
And finally, you’ll get the paradigm shattering audio series by Dr. Thomas Horn himself,
The Hidden Occultism of Epstein’s Orgy Island! What demonic atrocities were going
on at Epstein island, and who were the high powered individuals involved in some of
the darkest occultist activities the world has ever witnessed? The contents of
this mind boggling, 3 part, exclusive MP3 audio series comes directly from the
private vault of Dr. Thomas Horn!
An excess of 500,000 children are being trafficked every single day in our
country alone. Now is the time to take action! 100% of the profits from your
donation for The Silent Cry Help The Children Package goes directly to Whispering Ponies Ranch,
a safe haven where children who have been abused in unimaginable ways can find rehabilitation and
healing in Jesus Christ.

YOURS NOW FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 (PLUS S/H)

Special Investigation
Into The Darker Side
Of Child Sex Tracffiking
Begins

Victims And Experts
Explain Explosive
Growth Of Sex
Trafficking

Hollywood Child Sex
Cults Esposed!
Silent Cry Uncovers
The Ugly Truth

S K Y W AT C H T V S T O R E .16C O M

Department Of Justice:
Hillary Tied To Crimes
Against Children, Pope
Francis, The Occult
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THE 8 DAYS
SPECIAL COLLECTION

In this timely collection you’ll receive the cinematic movie inspired
by actual events from director Jaco Booyens, 8 Days! This shocking
presentation is already being described as “Intense and Emotional, But
Real” and masterfully illustrates sequence by sequence how the victims
of sex trafficking are often lured in to entrapment, portrayed through the
eyes of of the lead characters! This incredible film does not contain any
illicit sexual content or language!
We’ve also included Woman of Influence, a
phenomenal book and it’s companion workbook on
disc, written by 8 Days lead actress Katie Walker!
This 30-day devotional and companion workbook on
disc is an inspiring, deeply affirming and educational
set that will encourage women to walk in the true
identity of influence and purpose bestowed on them
as daughters of the most high God! Journey through
this devotional set while alone in your quiet time or
experience it with friends!
But that’s not all...
You’ll also receive on DVD, the exclusive, uncensored, Off the
Record interview with the team behind the 8 days movie, featuring
Jaco & Philipa Booyens, and actress Katie Walker as they disclose
the hard hitting realities of just how far the sex trafficking industry
reaches, what the Trump administration has done to rescue
thousands of victims, how the children of communities including
yours may be at risk, and what you can do to fight back!

YOURS FOR ONLY A $35 DONATION (PLUS S/H)

Jaco Booyens On Why Sex Trafficking Is
Bigger Than Most Comprehend

Part Two: SkyWatch TV’s Interviews
With Jaco Booyens! Ashtonishing Statisics!
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Help Us Change A Child’s Life For Good!
™
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MEANWHILE,
BACK AT THE RANCH:
HORSENALITY OF A REBEL
Nita Horn, Whispering Ponies Ranch CEO

Greetings from the Ranch!
Did you know that horses have amazing personalities? I
have found that, just like us people, each horse is a unique
individual with his or her own character traits, temperament,
disposition, and natural methods of communication. Some
are dominant, confident, or assertive. Others are submissive,
calm, and tolerant. Still there are those who come out of
their mother’s womb acting timid, nervous…afraid of their
own shadow (sometimes literally). The list goes on. Many
people do not think of horses as having a “horsenality,” but
believe me, they do. This brings my mind to a particular
horse here on the ranch named “Rebel the Redeemed.”
A name like that obviously has a backstory…and this one
promises not to disappoint. I’ll start at the very beginning
and give you the fast version:
Irony of ironies, it was Tax Day, April 15, 2014, the most
dreaded day of the year. Rebel came into the world as
wobbly-legged and curious as any other miniature horse,
but within days of his birth, he took on a particular air of
belligerence. During the first few months of his life as a
weanling, while “innocently grazing” (ha!) in the fields
with his young peers, he had a way of letting every fourlegged life in his immediate vicinity know that he was boss:
the alpha male; the chief of the underlings; the commander
over the grass…
The king.
The way he asserted himself wasn’t even close to subtle.

™

It was embedded in his horsenality, yes, but it extended
even into his appearance. With eyes so icy blue he could
outperform the freezing stare of C. S. Lewis’ witch of
Narnia, and a gorgeously contrasting coal-black coat—solid
everywhere save for a single white sock and a gorgeous
titanium blaze down his face—his confident prance about
the pastures was a marvel.
He may have looked the role of a champion leader, and he
certainly thought he was one, but he fit the definition of a
bully more accurately. He had full run of the lower pastures
where babies were kept, and was already “the britches of the
farm” before he was weaned. Funny enough, he didn’t limit
his provocations to only the little guys; he even found a way
to pounce on his mama’s last nerve many times, if you can
imagine that.
I continued to have hope that when he was old enough
to begin his job-training (as a therapy horse, on or off the
ranch, etc.), he would find the additional activity stimulating
enough for his intelligence that we could secure a little
cooperation. From there, we might be able to introduce a
gradual submission to authority. And who knows? Maybe
he would surprise me and his headstrong, dominating quirks
from the field would translate into some sort of leadership
quality after all!
Nope. Huh-uh. That’s not what happened. He wasn’t having
it. There were no bones to be thrown from the king of the
hill in those days. He was a…a… Well, he was a horse’s
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rear-end, for lack of better words.
All of the other weanlings obediently submitted to the
process, but Rebel had a meltdown that played out as bad
as any spoiled-child-in-a-candy-store scenario every time
it was his turn to train. Each time I entered his pen, he
pinned his ears straight back, squinted his eyes, and turned
his rear towards me, which is a definite act of disrespect. I
remember how he would run circles around me, avoiding my
reach, kicking up his heels, thrashing about…and although
he never got close enough to make contact, he was certainly
communicating loud and clear: I was the heartless human
that brought him out of his domain to the instruction site at
the upper stables, so we couldn’t be friends. I was the next
“baby horse” who had stepped out of line and needed to be
brought back into submission. He was the sovereign ruler,
the other horses were his rodeo roadies, the ranch was his
throne room, and I was the two-legged servant who, on a
good day, was lucky to lick the mud off his hooves.
Because of the delicate nature of our therapeutic ministry
and the added responsibility that places on us to ensure safety
on our land around our staff and visitors, Rebel’s continually
confrontational, unpredictable, risky, and aggressive
horsenality was rendering him a strong candidate for
rehoming. Horses that become an active part of Whispering
Ponies Ranch’s program must show gentleness, calmness,
patience, and have an easy going attitude. He just wasn’t
presenting a healthy fit to our ranch rules.
We didn’t make any decisions immediately, as we understand
that there are occasions where grooming a miniature horse
for his or her therapy job takes time, but this particular horse
wasn’t budging from his antagonistic conduct. Meanwhile,
three other colts were progressing leaps and bounds ahead
of Rebel, and it started to feel like misplaced stewardship of
our staff’s time and efforts to keep adjusting the cogwheels
of a machine that only sprang to life long enough to turn
and kick its engineer.
Reluctantly, I turned my focus more towards the easier
prospects while I prayerfully considered what to do with
Rebel—a horse who had now officially earned the name
that described his demeanor. Removing him from the ranch
entirely would cure many ills at this point, and as bummed
as it made me feel, I had already accepted this was likely
going to be the next step.
God, however, had other plans (as He often does). A “rebel”
in the hands of God “ain’t no thang,” as they say. Intervention
came swiftly through one of our volunteer handlers, James
Howell, who took a particular interest in this high-spirited
horse, this firecracker, choosing to accept the challenge
head-on and take the renegade animal under his wing. James
went out of his way and specifically requested to work with
Rebel, which was a bit surprising under the circumstances.
But goodness! What in the world did I have to lose at that
point, right? As a volunteer, James also had nothing to lose,
as he could make potential progress with Rebel his only
goal.
So I surrendered the halter and lead rope to James with

little more than a “good luck” nod and went back to my
work with the other docile horses.
James, keeping true to his expressed interests, worked
with Rebel for a couple of hours daily. He showed a nearly
inhuman level of patience, yet he was firm, calm, and gentle
every moment he was handling. In situations that I would
have given up, James’ resolve only strengthened all the more.
When Rebel pulled off his argumentative little quirks and
jerks, James’ tone of voice became more corrective, but it
never once lost that nurturing tone. When Rebel physically
fought the rope and twisted around for control, James’
grip tightened steadfastly, but there was something about
the way he handled that horse that remained consistently
easygoing and friendly. And to my absolute surprise, within
just three short days, Rebel quickly began to respond to
James’s guidance.
Wonder of wonders, Rebel actually became very eager to
please his new coach. They made huge strides together as
they journeyed in and out of trailers on command, over piles
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At first glance, the moniker “Rebel” might identify with bad
behavior, which, when left outside the context and history
of our veteran cart-horse’s story, could possibly put out the
wrong idea for a camp filled with children. I found that to be
understandable logic, but, having personal familiarity with
the redemptive tale behind it all, I saw an opportunity to
celebrate something positive (and biblical) with our visitors,
so I quickly told them everything: Our little horse was once
the “rebel” with no promise, no training, and no future or
purpose on the ranch, until someone showed kindness, took
a deeper interest and closer look at the heart of a troubled
pony, believed in the “second chance,” and invested in Rebel,
leading him from rebellion to redemption! I was proud to
announce that Rebel now had new direction on the ranch as
a vital part of the permanent program, and tell them of his
new name, “Rebel the Redeemed!”

of gravel, through scary mud puddles…anywhere James
asked his little buddy to go and anything he asked him to
do, Rebel gladly followed.
A wonderful partnership was born.
Because of the investment James made in Rebel, exercising
unconditional love and acceptance, a bond that permanently
set a higher standard of training was formed. James was, as
his biblical namesake commanded us to be, “quick to listen,
slow to speak, and slow to become angry” (James 1:19).
Obviously, we were thrilled with this amazing transition
from the “rebel that left the ranch” story to the testimony
that ensued: He was restored to his purpose, and would now
be spending a lifetime here, with his original herd-mates,
moving on to become one of our “veteran go-to” horses for
cart programs, entertaining visitors of all ages.
How ’bout that, eh?
Rebel became a leader after all.
But this is only the beginning of Rebel’s value to our
ministry. Here at the ranch, in the dormitory we call the
“Pony Building,” each room is dedicated to one of our
program horses, and the name of that horse is displayed on
a plate just outside the door so our guests (big and small)
can identify with our therapy “ponies” during their stay.
Kids especially love to walk up the hill via Pony Row,
where the paddocks are lined up like dominoes, to meet
their host dorm-horse. Rebel’s name is among those that are
featured in the Pony Building, and I have to admit, his is
one I am particularly proud of. Each time I personally see it,
I remember his pilgrimage from incorrigible to victorious.
A while back, during one of our week-long camps, Rebel’s
name ended up covered so the kids could not see it. I
thought at first that it might have been part of a game or
activity—a scavenger hunt or something of that nature—
but it was brought to my attention that the concealment had
been intentional. Naturally, I felt I needed to look into it, not
because I was offended or upset, but because these horses
are a big responsibility. If one of them had done something
worthy of having his or her nameplate covered, our staff
would need to know in case that information led to a training
adjustment on the ranch’s end. So I asked around a bit and
discovered that it wasn’t a behavioral issue on behalf of the
horse, but his name, itself, that was cause for concern.

Click On
Rebel’s
“Graduation”
Picture To
Sponsor Him!
Of course I had been proud before, but as the account was
coming from my mouth and I was hearing it aloud that day,
I understood what this meant on a deeper level, and now I
share it with you—
A label that once represented a downfall had been
repurposed, rebranded, reformed into a true and eternal
identity! The testimony of Rebel is a Gospel parallel, no
doubt about it, and his new, complete name means the
precise opposite of bad behavior and hopelessness. It stands
for excellent behavior as a result of the patient handler who
believed in him beyond his natural (fallen?) state.
What a witness this little horse has become to these
children… What an opportunity he has become to share the
work of Christ in so many lives. Instead of “kids identifying
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guidance, gentleness, and of course the “second chance”…
No matter what horsenality they exhibit.
Oh yes—as for James, he is no longer a full-time volunteer
with the horses. His ranch work has become part-time as
a wonderful asset to our weanlings and youthful horse
training program, but he hasn’t actually gone anywhere.
Most of his time is still given as a volunteer, but these days
that manifests into the paper you hold in your hands. Yeah.
This magazine? It’s all him. (Thank you, James!)
In closing, I leave you with these happy thoughts:
“Fear Not, for I have redeemed thee; I have called thee by
name; thou art mine” (Isaiah 43:1).
“Verily I say unto you, ‘Whosoever shall not receive the
kingdom of God as a little child, he shall not enter therein.’
And He took them up in His arms, put His hand upon them,
and blessed them” (Mark 10:15–16).
Be blessed,
In Christ, for the kids…
Nita & Tink
Jer 29:11

with a rebel,” we have been given the unique opportunity to
view this as “kids identifying with one redeemed”! When
Rebel’s testimony is shared with our young visitors, they
learn that if God could give a second chance to an unruly,
defiant little black and white horse, then God can and will
do the same for them! This is the same God whose Word
unabashedly acknowledges that He watches over, values,
and cares for every bird of the air; it is our responsibility
to tell these young people that God all the more watches
over them, values them, cares for them, and has providential
plans for their life (Matthew 6:26).
Thanks to Rebel, that lesson just got a lot easier to teach.
Today, Rebel enjoys handing out cart rides and pony
kisses, which lands on the children visitors as his own
communication of acceptance. There’s nothing about him
that comes across as a threat to them, but he does have a
way of communicating. That’s the neat thing about horses.
They “whisper.” They have ways of telling their own story
to those “with ears to hear” them. They have ways of
witnessing about redemption through relationships like that
of Rebel and James.
The moral of today’s SkyWatch Magazine article: Never
judge a young and rowdy heart before someone (perhaps
you?) makes an honest effort to reach out and rebuild trust,
offer guidance, and show unconditional, firm-handed love.
Do not be quick to disregard people (or a horse!) who may
demonstrate rowdy behavior or bad habits. Perhaps, just
like Rebel the Redeemed, a person may only need someone
trustworthy to take a deeper look into his or her life and
future and add a little extra patience, clear direction, firm

™

P r o v id e f o r Y o u r F a m ily
W h ile M a k in g
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THE RE AL QUESTION...
Daniel Belt, CHHC, Edens Essentials PDM
Who among us are shepherds? What does that even mean?
Is the devising of folly sin? Is the scoffer an abomination
(c.f., Proverbs 24:9)?
Health is the confluence of our minds, body, and spirit. We
divide those topics out for discussion, but they are, in fact,
inseparable. Our totality is governed as a whole by God
and we should live within that example. God is the God of
the body and mind as well as the spirit. Should we respect
one invalid separation above another or do they all deserve
reverence as God’s gift?
Too long have we left our flocks unattended and allowed
the wolves to come in and undermine our charge. The
current scenario that has unfolded in the US and around the
world has been revealing, to say the least. What has been
shown is that—regardless of our history, desire, or personal
opinion—developed nations and the United States are not
well. In fact, we have a resident sickness. It is not the result
of too few masks or not enough vaccines. Through our
lack of overall health, the fact is demonstrated that the vast
majority of deaths represent those who were not in good
general health to begin with. Studies reveal that people who
have passed from this terrible virus were overwhelmingly
undernourished and have co-morbidities and significant
metabolic disorders. How is that?
I truly believe that an immense majority of Americans

would have never wanted to be, let alone materially
contribute to, the current situation we find ourselves in. The
reality is, I believe, a culmination of the neglect of things the
average person could or would not take time to understand,
the exploitation of our populace for profit by the unholy
alliances between media and corporations, and black holes
in the leadership of our government. Legislatively, not one
move has been made by any leader that would render us
healthier as a nation; in fact, the decisions put in place have
almost exclusively made us sicker. We don’t have anything
to truly clean up our air, food, and water—God’s creation
for us to be sustained.
The basis for life.
Oft overlooked is the trajectory of these viruses. The
events that are occurring now were easily predictable. The
cascade of ever more potent viruses has increased every
year for decades. Do we believe this trend will suddenly
turn the other direction on its own? Will we have a vaccine
for the next one? What about the one after that? If we do not
address the base health of humanity and our ecology, we
will have willingly led to the downfall of our people.
This problem did not arise recently. It is the result of decades
of the interweaving of business and our government as well
as our inability to hold the “powers that be” accountable. A
big part of this can be laid at the feet of campaign financing.
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companies, and the media have left our people at the mercy
of an “indoctrinated desire”—when you can’t put down
that food because of the flavor enhancers that caused you to
have an emotional reaction to what you’re eating—and it is
the same with soda and many other common foods. People
are not aware that, by using the addictive ingredients these
businesses are putting into our food, it supplants your free
will: They are deciding what you like and what you will pay
for, rigging the system to compel you to come back…all at
the cost of our free will and health.
Is this not the fast that I have chosen: to loose the chains of
injustice and untie the cords of the yoke, to set the oppressed
free and break every yoke? Is it not to share your food with
the hungry and to provide the poor wanderer with shelter—
when you see the naked, to clothe them, and to not turn
away from your own flesh in blood? Then your light will
break forth like the dawn, and your healing will quickly
appear; then your righteousness will go before you, and the
glory of the lord will be your rearguard. (Isaiah 58: 6–8)
On one hand, I would love it if there was a temporal
governing body I could trust to oversee the protection of
God’s creation, preserving it with the reverence in which it
is due. On the other hand, that is not happening. So what do
we do?
I think the time has come for a pretty radical level of
personal responsibility. I certainly wish it was the case
that my fellow brothers and sisters did not have to wade
through the morass that we have come to, but there is
simply no other way at this time. Whether we landed here
through exploitation, mild neglect, or ignorance (willful or
otherwise), the only real answer is for each of us to take
responsibility for our own health. It will never come from
the powers that be in Washington. It is time for personal
reflection, radical honesty, and a little soul searching.
We should all be asking: What am I contributing to? Can I
afford to be ignorant?
We have to vote with our money. We must stop giving
these parasites our treasures for the sake of convenience.
It is time to restore our dominion and treat God’s creation
with the respect and reverence it deserves.
Fortunately, God is ever-restoring and gives us the
freedom to choose to break the chains and cast off the yoke
of oppression: both the seen and the unseen.
Just as this tapestry has been woven, so can it be unwoven
and repurposed as illustrated by God. The bodies’ nature
is ever-redeeming, ever-regenerating—such is God’s grace.
We heal even when we don’t want to. The miracle is already
here, just waiting for ears to listen and eyes to see (Proverbs
20:12), waiting for us to come home.
This is what the lord almighty said: “Administer true
justice; show mercy and compassion to one another. Do not
oppress the widow or the fatherless, the foreigner or the poor.
Do not plot evil against each other” (Zechariah 7:9–10).

Corporations spend hundreds of billions of dollars per
year lobbying our politicians and buying special access to
legislation that you will never have. With this access, they
write our laws: “The Big Agriculture business” writes our
farming laws, pharmaceutical companies write our medical
doctrines, mining companies write our mining laws, and
banks write our economic policies. Case in point: Following
the financial crisis in 2008 under then-President George W.
Bush, a newly elected President Barack Obama promptly
put all of those same bankers back in charge of his new
cabinet. Not only would they elude accountability, but these
same people that led to the problem would be the ones to
reconstruct our financial policies. It’s been downhill ever
since.
Eisenhower tried to warn us against the unwarranted
influence of the military industrial complex; it seems,
however, that the voice of profit won out over the voice of
virtue.
The world is on fire.
As it pertains to health, the agricultural and pharmaceutical
industries really started to flex their muscles in the 1950s,
but it really became foundational in the 1970s with the
approval of the antibiotic Round Up. Pesticides, fungicides,
and herbicides had been in use at that time, but they were
about to get a big shot of steroids. Further, the patenting
of seeds and the rise of GMO production would lead to
companies owning our food supplies and punishing any
smaller, would-be farming operations that stood against
them, pushing them out of business. These corporations
would go on to poison our land and give us seedless foods
that can’t be replicated (among many other crimes). This has
left a wake of disease and death that has cost the lives and
joy of countless, literally countless, families. The poisoned
soil they left us with is barren, and now they scoff at our
provincial ideas and will not be held to account in this life.
“Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good”
(Romans 12:21; NIV).
Barren. Think about what happens when a seed is tossed
on barren ground… That is where we have left our soil. It
does not contain the nourishment needed to keep us happy,
healthy, and functioning. There is no life without taking in
the sustenance that comes exclusively from our soil, just the
way God created it. Our hubris is such that we think we
know better. We are the salt of the earth, unfortunately, and
much of that salt is missing. What happens when we are
not good stewards of the dominion we have been given and
fulfill God’s law the way we were designed to?
Suffering.
I am almost always personally an advocate for the freedom
of choice: The idea that we generally have it instilled within
us to competently make our own decisions in regards to our
lives. But I am bothered by people being directly misled in
a way that it ultimately leads them to addiction. The policies
put forth by the “Big Agriculture business,” pharmaceutical
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THE UNLOCKING
EDEN SPECIAL COLLECTION

Millions of Americans are suffering a health crisis epidemic right now,
completely unnecessarily. But what if I told you, it didn’t have to be this way?
The truth for many, is that the real culprit of modern disease is simply a lack of
God-given knowledge. In Unlocking Eden, we provide hopeful, scientifically
supported revelations regarding how YOU can access freedom from the
bondages of disease. From the importance of detoxification, circadian rhythm,
intermittent fasting, and unburdening metabolic pathways, to maximizing
immunity, methylation and absolute essentials like quality sleep, Unlocking
Eden is filled cover to cover with groundbreaking information that can help
unlock the body’s natural healing mechanisms, which
can revolutionize your health and your life!
In this incredible special collection from SkyWatch TV, you’ll also receive
the Unlocking Eden Companion DVD! Featuring the entire 4-week
television series on Unlocking Eden, and special content with co-authors
Daniel Belt and Joe Horn, on securing some of natures most powerful
anti-viral nutrition during seasons of virus, flu and so much more!
In this special offer, we’re also including the never-before released, Special
Edition Edens Essentials Publication, which features special reports on
gut health, chronic pain & sleep management, fermented foods, and yes, so
much more!
You’ll also receive the Edens Essentials Founders-Vision
DVD featuring interviews with Dr. Thomas Horn, Daniel
Belt and Joe Horn on the vision to provide nutrient-dense
supplements, derived directly from non-genetically modified
foods, grown from clean soil, free of pesticides, herbicides,
and bio sediments to achieve the highest degree of health possible!
Plus, because we want to provide you with every tool possible to achieve optimal wellness,
we’re including for the first time ever, absolutely free, the
international best selling book Timebomb with Companion
DVD! This unprecedented ground breaking combination
reveals how to easily read food labels to avoid toxic ingredients
like GMO’s, pesticides and other bio-sediments, what leakygut syndrome is and how to reverse it, what neuroscience
says about the miraculous gut-brain connection and more!
Featuring healthcare professionals like Dr. Ralph Umbriaco,
Dr. Joshua Vance, and Dr. Matthew Sams on how to achieve
your optimal physiological health!

YOURS NOW FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35 (plus S/H)

Bible Secrets To
Unlocking Eden.
Revolutionize Your
Health!
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EDENS ONE

•  An ideal, all in one multi-nutrient formula for the whole family
•  A once living phytonutrient formula coming from whole foods
•  Provides daily support for energy, immunity and digestion
•  Is a Phytonutrient formula
•  Is Phytoforensic screened for adulterants
•  Is tested for identity, purity, strength, and composition
This ideal, daily nutritional formula for the entire family is a once-living phytonutrient
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
formula. This multivitamin provides broad spectrum, premier nutrition designed to
deliver a quantum shift in energy, health and vitality. We believe that a whole nutrient formula and its entire
biocompatible nutritional symphony is priceless in terms of supporting overall health. Thus, attempting to
measure a live-source formula on the same RDA scale as synthetics is really meaningless.
SKU: One

60 Capsules

$24.95

EDENS B COMPLETE

•  B vitamins play a key role in many of the body’s vital functions such as nerve, brain,
mood and energy production
•  B vitamins are essential for healthy skin and metabolism
•  Supports clarity and memory
•  Promotes cognitive function, heart health and mood balance
B vitamins play important roles in nearly all of the body’s functional systems. Some of the
wide-reaching supportive roles of B vitamins include the health of the nervous system,
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
support for liver, skin and hair as well as maintaining muscle tone in the gastrointestinal
tract. A sufficient level of B vitamin intake is essential for maintaining adequate energy metabolism, mood
balance, hormone synthesis, hemoglobin formation and proper nerve cell impulse transmissions.
SKU: BComp

60 Capsules

$24.95

EDENS C

•  Is a whole food Vitamin C formula
•  Vitamin C is a powerful antioxidant required in a vast array of the body’s day to day
function such as metabolism and the absorption of iron
•  Supports immune function.
•  Includes Acerola, Bilberry Fruit, and more
•  Without added Ascorbic Acid
•  PhytoChemical profile Verified
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
Vitamin C is a water-soluble vitamin which must be obtained through the diet. In human
biochemistry, it acts as a free radical scavenger and antioxidant while providing other important health
factors.
Unlike most Vitamin C products, Edens C is a potent, 100% natural botanical Vitamin C formula without
synthetic ascorbic acid or calcium ascorbate. It features our premium whole food blends of C Food Blend
and C Food Support for optimal, full spectrum, nutritional support. The total Vitamin C content in this formula
is from natural sources, including organic acerola, organic bilberry fruit and more. This product delivers
premier antioxidant power with natural free radical quenching activity for optimal immune support.
SKU: EdensC

60 Capsules

$24.95

Edens Essentials can be
an important part of
YOUR EFFECTIVE HEALTH STRATEGY!

EDENS ESSENTIALS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD EXTRACTS
CBD is a powerful plant extract that has been used for wellness for thousands of years. Our CBD is derived
from a specific strain of plant containing one of many cannabinoids that have a variety of effects on our
body’s endocannabinoid system. In fact, we actually have receptors and compounds in our bodies that
interact with these naturally occurring compounds.
Not all natural extracts are created equally, and most certainly
not all CBD is the same. At Edens Essentials, we believe that if
you want to create the best products available, excellence must
be a priority at every stage. With this as a guidepost, we can
partner with the right people and companies to achieve a high
standard of business. To further our mission of creating the world’s
best CBD products, we choose our partners very carefully. After
extensive due-diligence, Edens Essentials decided to partner with
Joe Horn and Daniel Belt Discuss the Health
the broker of the largest grower, manufacturer and distributor of
Benefits of CBD
plant-derived phytocannabinoids in the U.S. This partner makes
the raw compounds we use in our products.

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD TINCTURES

•  Promote brain, nerve and hormonal health
•  Are THC free
•  Can support deep sleep and may provide protection against stress and anxiety
•  Contain 1350mg per bottle, and 45mg per serving of Premium Broad Spectrum CBD Extract
Premium Broad Spectrum CBD Tinctures formulated to provide potent support in liquid format. The included
measured dropper allowing for a customizable and personalized dosage that is most suitable for a full variety
of functions. Available in your choice of 3 different flavors:

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

EDENS
PEPPERMINT
CBD
TINCTURE

EDENS
FRESH LEMON
CBD
TINCTURE

EDENS
NATURAL
CBD
TINCTURE

SKU: CBDMint
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$89.95

SKU: CBDLemon
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$89.95

SKU: CBDNat
1.0 Oz / 30 mL
$89.95

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD SALVE

“CLICK” TO ORDER!

•  Localized pain relief from skin discomfort
•  Is THC free
•  Helps with tension, inflammation and muscle soreness
•  For individuals who are looking for a more natural way to relieve pain
•  500mg per jar
Support well-functioning joints with the help of our CBD Salve. A balanced combination
of phytocannabinoid-rich CBD oil, beeswax and aromatic essential oils helps soothe
muscles and support skin health.
SKU: CBDSalve

1.0 Oz

$59.95

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD SOFTGELS

•  Promotes brain, nerve and hormonal health
•  Is THC free
•  Can support deep sleep and may provide protection against stress and anxiety
•  750 mg per bottle
•  25 mg per serving
A carefully formulated and balanced provision of our Premium Broad Spectrum CBD
Extracts, for everyday support in convenient softgels.
“CLICK” TO ORDER!

SKU: CBDGel

30 Softgels

$59.95

Edens Essentials
edensessentials.com
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How To Supercharge Your Immunity
Against Viral Pandemic

Simple & Free Things You Can Do To
Bolster Your Immunity

Processed Foods Connected To Higher
Risk Of Covid-19?
What You Need To Know

EDENS MUSHROOMS

•  Offers wide ranging immune support from mushrooms which are fermented to
unlock the full potential of such nutrients as beta glucans.
•  Their fermentation process means that this product supports digestion and microflora
with prebiotic fiber.
•  Polysaccharides, which are what’s known as powerful immunomodulators, help
nourish and strengthen the body’s immune system.
Edens Mushrooms Blend features six different types of organically grown, premier
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
quality fermented mushrooms in their full-spectrum state. This blend is ideal for maximum
bioavailability, digestion and absorption. Current research shows that the human immune system can be
given excellent support by using a mixture of polysaccharides from several proven immunomodulating
mushrooms. The pre-digested, fermented organic mushrooms in this product offer a vast array of naturally
occurring vitamins, minerals and immunomodulating polysaccharides.
SKU: Shrooms

7.4 Oz

$29.71

EDENS FERMENTED TURMERIC

•  Is fermented to unlock the full potential of this powerful herb
•  Supports a healthy inflammatory response as well as liver and cardiovascular
function
•  Has been shown to assist the body’s maintenance of proper blood sugar levels.
•  Maintains healthy digestion
Edens Fermented Turmeric is a revolutionary, highly absorbable probiotic-fermented
organic turmeric rhizome and organic fermented ginger powder in their full spectrum
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
state, cultivated with our partners signature probiotic-fermented delivery system. This
provides maximum bioavailability, digestion and absorption.
For centuries, turmeric has been the quintessential herb choice for promoting liver health, maintaining
healthy digestion, supporting a healthy inflammatory response and cardiovascular health.
Turmeric naturally has a high concentration of active compounds known as curcuminoids. Curcuminoids
have poor water solubility and poor permeability, which may result in low absorption rates in the gut and can
also limit its systemic availability. By fermenting both organic turmeric and ginger with our unique probiotic
culture, this process is able to predigest the herbs’ naturally occurring compounds to deliver the full spectrum
of these highly desirable phytocomponents at their full activity and in their most bioavailable forms.
SKU: Turmeric

4.7 Oz

$23.71

BE SURE TO BROWSE THROUGH OUR BOOKS AND MEDIA SELECTION!
—CLICK HERE—

EDENS PROTECTION

•  Contains Astaxanthin, a powerful carotenoid antioxidant, helps neutralize free
radicals
•  Supports cardiovascular, brain, eye and skin health
•  Is an algae-based Astaxanthin
•  Quality tested for identity, purity, composition, and strength
Edens Protection is a unique formula that features a selected range of valued botanicals
including natural algae-sourced astaxanthin, a potent, lipid soluble carotenoid antioxidant
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
that helps neutralize free radicals.
Astaxanthin will actually accumulate right in the membrane of the cell and the mitochondria where it can
provide key antioxidant support for the cell and its components. Astaxanthin has the highly beneficial and
unique property that it can quench free radicals by accepting or donating electrons without itself being
destroyed or becoming a pro-oxidant.
Astaxanthin delivers a wide range of benefits: it supports the health of the cardiovascular system, the eyes
and skin and is able to cross the blood-brain barrier to provide further support from oxidative stress.
This comprehensive formula also includes Asta-Active Blend, a botanical support blend composed of high
value herbal agents that offer a complex phytonutrient profile for added nutritional support.
SKU: Protect

60 Capsules

$35.95

EDENS HEART

•  Multi-nutrient formula provides cardiovascular support
•  Supports cellular energy production
•  Naturally fermented CoQ-10. Fat soluble in its most bioavailable form
•  Supports cardiovascular health
•  PhytoChemical profile verified (PCPV)
•  Tested for identity, purity, strength and composition
Edens Heart is a targeted nutraceutical formula that promotes vital cardiovascular health.
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
This product features premier quality coenzyme Q-10 (50 mg/cap) which is derived from
a natural fermentation process (not synthetic CoQ-10). This form of CoQ-10 is fat-soluble and is identical to
the CoQ-10 that is naturally produced by cells in the body. Live-source, “trans” isomer CoQ-10 is preferred
to synthetic, “cis” isomer CoQ-10 in long term use. CoQ-10 is an essential nutrient that is a vital component
of cellular energy production. CoQ-10 is an important part of the mitochondrial electron transport system
and supplies cellular energy support to all cells of the body. CoQ-10 especially supports the heart muscle
and other bodily tissues that have high energy needs. Edens Heart also features two key nutraceutical
blends, CardioPlex and Cardio Essentials, which offer a broad range of biocompatible botanical agents with
a complex phytochemical profile for additional nutritional support.
SKU: Heart

60 Capsules

$29.95

EDENS VISION

•  Powerful eye, macula, and vision support formula
•  Natural sources of zeaxanthin and lutein. Powerful carotenoids stored in the macula
may promote the density and integrity of the macular pigment
•  Features researched eye support nutrients: natural-source lutein (from marigold
flowers) at 10 mg/cap and natural-source zeaxanthin (from marigold flowers) at 2
mg/cap
•  Quality tested for identity, purity, composition, and strength where applicable
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
Vision is one of your most precious gifts in life, promote the health of your eyes today
with the most comprehensive antioxidant protection ever conceived. Lutein and Zeaxanthin are the two key
carotenoid pigments stored in the macula and may promote the integrity and density of the macular pigment
through their antioxidant properties. Increased intake of these carotenoids maintain healthy photoreceptor
function in the macula as well as supporting the health of the retina. The combination of Lutein and Zeaxanthin
promote full retinal health, photoreceptor health, and overall support for the macula. In addition to the
science-backed foundation of Zeaxanthin and Lutein, this proprietary nutraceutical formula also features
350mg of the botanical powerhouse, Eye Integrity Support Blend. Together, they supply a broad range of
biocompatible botanical agents which offer a complex phytochemical profile for additional nutritional support.
SKU: Vision

“CLICK” TO ORDER AT

60 Capsules

edensessentials.com

$24.95

OR YOU CAN CALL

800-652-7168

Edens Essentials
edensessentials.com

* 8 0 0 -652-7168 *

EDENS GREENS

•  Fermented whole foods to assist with digestion and elimination
•  A full spectrum of naturally occurring vitamins and minerals
•  Assistance to the body’s organs, including the liver and colon, in detoxification
•  Pre-digested nutrients which are more bioavailable, making them better assimilated
by the body
•  Prebiotic, probiotic, and postbiotic activity
Edens Greens is a complete whole-food formula that contains fermented organic barley
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
grass, fermented organic oat grass, fermented organic kale, and fermented organic
chlorella, among other superfoods. In addition to the grasses, dark leafy vegetables, herbs, and more, there
is a powerhouse of prebiotic, probiotic, and postbiotic activity. Edens Greens includes an amazing blend of
enzymes and probiotics in a fermented form to aid in normal digestion and elimination. This combination
works to provide your body with incredible nutrition and maximum bioavailability all while simultaneously
alkalizing and energizing your inner ecosystem.
SKU: Greens

150 Capsules

$27.99

EDENS ADAPT

•  This formula is designed to assist the adrenal glands. How the adrenals function
has wide ranging implications to a person’s overall health
•  Designed to support the body’s daily reactions to stress and anxiety
•  Broad spectrum of constituents to nourish the body and to help provide energy
•  PhytoChemical profile verified (PCPV)
•  Tested for identity, purity, strength (where applicable), composition, and quality.
Edens Adapt is a premier quality, nutraceutical formula designed to support healthy
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
adrenal glands. It is a synergistic blend of super phytonutrients and adaptogenic herbs
to support and strengthen the adrenal glands like no other formula. It incorporates the latest Chinese
research and the most recent clinical findings producing the super potent cordyceps formula, Edens Adapt.
SKU: Adapt

60 Capsules

$24.95

EDENS METHYL PRO

•  Supports healthy methylation, neurological, cardiovascular and emotional health
•  Contains choline, which supports synthesis of a key neurotransmitter, supports cell
membrane health as well cholesterol and fat metabolization
•  Contains fully activated methyl donors
•  Contains 5-methyltetrahydrofolate, B12 as methylcobalamin, choline bitartrate and
B6 as pyridoxal-5-phosphate
•  Is quality tested for identity, purity, strength, and composition
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
Edens Methyl Pro delivers the most dynamic support in methyl group supplementation
for human nutrition today. Phyto-Methylate is a rich source of biologically available methyl donors and
cofactors, important for advanced cellular functions such as DNA methylation, homocysteine synthesis
and protein synthesis. Methylation is the biochemical process of the transfer of one carbon atom and three
hydrogen atoms, CH3 – a methyl group, from one substance to another. Supporting healthy methylation
is vital to promoting healthy genetic expression and cellular functions. When sufficient methyl groups are
available, it has a positive effect regulating many biochemical reactions throughout the body, including
cardiovascular, neurological, reproductive and detoxification systems.
SKU: Methyl

60 Capsules

$24.95

GIVE SOMEONE A GIFT CERTIFICATE!
— click here for info —

ALOE VERA PLUS

•  Gives soothing relief for gastrointestinal distress
•  Promotes healthy bowel function and elimination
•  Supports digestion and detoxification
Stomach upset or colon issues? Engage the powerful healing properties of our Aloe
Vera Plus. This organic and wildcrafted botanical supplement is a strong addition to
aid your stomach as well as your digestive and elimination tracts. This gentle formula
supports the mucous membrane linings and the colon to help ease the bowels to promote
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
a healthy and clean body. By virtue of helping the mucous membrane linings, a person
could also find benefits in their sinus health. Aloe Vera Plus is a great product to provide support across a
multitude of systems in the body.
SKU: Aloe

60 Capsules

$23.99

OREGANO SUPREME

•  Provides support for the immune system
•  Is a Phenolic compound that has shown antimicrobial, antifungal and antibacterial
properties
Need some help with immunity or maybe an overgrowth of fungus? Edens Essentials
Oregano Supreme is a multi-layered formula containing phenolic compounds that have
shown many antimicrobial, anti-fungal and antibacterial properties. This combination of
immune assisting botanicals is a good addition to a person’s health protocol. Carvacrol,
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
one of the compounds in oregano that shows strong antioxidant function, can be a
powerful tool in supporting one’s immunity.
SKU: Oregano

90 Capsules

$14.99

LIVER DETOX

•  Supports proper detoxification of the liver
•  Helps to improve digestion and the regulation of fat
•  Improves metabolic function and weight control
Everyone needs a little help now and again, and that is especially true for our friend, the
liver. For a seemingly ever-increasing variety of reasons, everybody’s liver get’s burdened
over time. Liver Detox is a moderate support formula for cleansing and assisting the
liver. The liver has a multitude of jobs and is under a lot of stress from different sources,
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
such as environmental stress and toxins, so it would be good for us to give it a hand
now and again. This formula will aid with detoxification, proper metabolic function and help reduce oxidative
stress. The burden placed upon our organs over time is how we age, proper choices can help us turn back
the clock.
SKU: Liver

90 Capsules

$16.99

COLON CLEAN

•  Assists with gastrointestinal distress
•  Detoxifies the colon
•  Improves overall bowel function
Edens Essentials Colon Clean is an organic and wildcrafted botanical supplement
meant to support the colon and the natural elimination process. This comprehensive
formula is designed to cleanse the colon of unwanted matter and provide assistance
in the healing process. Many of today’s lifestyles make it difficult to maintain a healthy
“CLICK” TO ORDER!
colon. Processed food, environmental toxins and being sedentary put a lot of stress on
the body and our Colon Clean is a good way to give it the support it needs.
SKU: Colon

90 Capsules

$14.99

edensessentials.com
FREQUE NTLY ASKE D
QUE STIONS
— cl ick here —
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Join Derek and Sharon Gilbert on a trip to the Holy land!
*** CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION! ***

Click here to Register Online at LipkinTours.com
or call (Israel) +972-2-997-9329 - (U.S.) + 1-516-299+9389
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DEFENDER PUBLISHING GROUP TITLES
THE SUMMONING
Preparing For The Coming Days Of Noah
— Carl Gallups

Is our world actually reeling toward the prescient days of Noah—those days of unparalleled global turmoil
as foretold by Jesus in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke? Are we really on the brink of a universal shaking,
as a number of today’s prophecy watchers are warning?
Get real answers to those questions and many others as you set sail on this spectacular biblical journey,
all laid out in a manner that can be easily used for teaching and witnessing—for years to come. Discover
how to truly embrace your days on this earth as a victorious ambassador for the coming Kingdom of Jesus
Christ!

GIANTS, GODS, & DRAGONS
Exposing The Fallen Realm And The Plot To Ignite The Final War Of The Ages
— Sharon K. Gilbert & Derek P. Gilbert

Giants, the small-g “gods” of the pagans, and dragons, are all real, and their ultimate goal is to kill you!
A fresh look at the end of days, drawing on the worldview of the prophets and apostles, who understood
that the spirit realm was far more real than we in the modern world believe. Discover, identify, and expose
who (or what) is going to be on the “roster” for the imminent end-times showdown between the fallen realm
and the Kingdom of God through an expert cultivation of scriptural, archaeological, Bible prophecy, and
historical connections.

THE MESSENGER
It’s Headed Toward Earth! It Cannot Be Stopped! And It’s Carrying The Secret Of America’s,
The World’s, And Your Tomorrow!

— Thomas Horn, with Gary Stearman, Donna Howell, Allie Anderson-Hensen, Derek Gilbert, and
Sharon Gilbert

What do the Jewish Feasts, prophetic Seals and Bowls from the book of Revelation, and an Earth-bound
asteroid have in common? This is the question on the lips of every individual who sees the potential
correlation between the impending coming of Christ and the imminent approach of the asteroid Apophis.
You will find the answers here, prepare for perspective pivoting illuminations along the way!

LAWLESS
End Times War Against The Spirit Of Antichrist
— Terry James, General Editor

Today, chaos and turmoil inflame daily life within the fever of uncertainty. Geopolitical and cultural/societal
upheaval tear at the heart of America and the world. Much of humanity is in a state of growing rage, while
an infinitesimally small enemy—visible only under powerful microscopes—holds populations in its fearparalyzing, pandemic grip. Seventeen writers, each steeped in spiritually attuned insights gleaned from
God’s prophetic Word, expertly probe the issues and events of today—issues and events that almost
certainly point to the imminence of Christ’s return.

COLLISION COURSE
The Fight to Reclaim Our Moral Compass Before It’s Too Late
— LTC Robert L. Maginnis

The United States has prospered exceptionally, it’s Christian foundation nourishing critical institutions
such as family, religion, government, education, and economy. However, as the history of past empires
demonstrates, most often the founding ingredients wear thin and now, two and a half centuries later,
America finds herself approaching a moral tipping point having abandoned much of her original Christian
influence. Read the comprehensive strategy to save America, and answer the CALL FOR AN EMERGENCY
RENEWAL in order to change course in time to protect it’s future.
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DEFENDER PUBLISHING GROUP TITLES
SILENT CRY				*DVD*
The Darker Side Of Trafficking
— Josh Peck

This documentary dares to expose the true depths of a sinister wickedness encompassing our country
and child sex trafficking is only the beginning. Experts in the fields of trafficking, pedophilia, and satanism
come together to warn you about the horrors of our present time, as well as those that are coming, so
you can be prepared to defend yourself and your family when it inevitably arrives. Featuring: Jaco
Booyens, Ilonka Deaton, David Heavener, Thomas Dunn, Joe Horn, Steven Bancarz, Dr. Thomas Horn,
and Josh Peck.

ANTICHRIST AND THE FINAL SOLUTION
The Chronology of the Future Finally Unveiled
— Dr. Thomas Horn & Terry James

He will appear to be a man of distinguished character, but will ultimately become “a king of fierce
countenance” (Daniel 8:23). With imperious decree, he will facilitate a One-World Government, universal
religion, and global socialism. Those who refuse his New World Order will inevitably be imprisoned or
destroyed until at last he exalts himself “above all that is called God, or that is worshiped, so that he,
as God, sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God” (2 Thessalonians 2:4). Discover
the truth about what is fomenting chaos in the streets as it applies to YOUR OWN DESTINY!

DISPENSATIONS
The Clarence Larkin Collection
As a Bible teacher and author, Clarence Larkin’s books, charts, and wood cuts greatly influenced
Protestant conservatives in early America as well as Church evangelism throughout the twentieth
century. He is mostly known for his works on Dispensationalism, which considers biblical history,
as well as the future of all creation and mankind’s role on earth, as divided into “ages.” (Within this
context, “ages” are specific periods of time that God has set in motion that will ultimately reach their
climatic end at the Great White Throne judgment--the moment when God will judge everybody that has
ever lived according to their works, followed by their destiny in Heaven or Hell.)

UNLOCKING EDEN
Revolutionize Your Health, Maximize Your Immunity, Restore Your Vitality
— Joe Horn and Daniel Belt

What if you were told that more than eighty percent of Americans—whether they are experiencing
symptoms or not—are carrying unnecessary, hidden medical conditions? Or worse yet, that those who
seek healing from illness are often prescribed symptom-masking pharmaceuticals and treatments, while
the underlying causes go completely unaddressed? The truth, for many, is that the real culprit of modern
disease is simply a lack of God-given knowledge. Unlocking Eden captures the secrets of a path offering
scientifically supported revelations towards accessing freedom from the bondage of disease.

THE WARRIOR PRIEST MINDSET
A Necessary Dichotomy for God’s Chosen Knights
— Drew Graffia

Through the ages, there have been few heroes as adored as the medieval KNIGHT! With a prayer in his
heart and a sword in his hand, it is easy to see why this ultimate WARRIOR-PRIEST has stood the test of
time. The Warrior Priest Mindset unveils the inherent dual nature of every believer. Like Jesus, we must
all be the LION and the LAMB! You will discover much, including: the prophecies of the Dual Messiahs,
Yahweh’s Code of Chivalry when using self-defense, the actions of Counterfeit Crusaders, and how the
Bible is the greatest knight’s tale with Jesus as the Ultimate Dragon Slayer!
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by helping

WHISPERING PONIES RANCH
to continue it ’s mission to serve ,

YOU CAN 

help a child learn to trust again !

2017 Whispering Ponies Ranch Update
With Tom and Nita Horn

2018 Royal Family Kids Camp Video
at Whispering Ponies Ranch

2019 Whispering Ponies Ranch Update
Looking Forward!

“CLICK” HERE NOW TO SPONSOR
A THER APY PONY TODAY!
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SK Y WATCH T V CONTENT

FOR YOU TO “CLICK” AND EXPLORE !

Where to Watch Us

SkyWatchTV on Demand

— “CLICK” FOR INFO —

— “CLICK” FOR INFO —

“CLICK” TO GET OUR MOBILE APP
AND TAKE US
WITH YOU !

iOS * ANDROID * AMAZON FIRE * PHONES & TABLETS
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